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sparkle me truly.
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PROVIDE THE PERFECT 
SPARKLE FOR A WEDDING 
DAY THAT

   Modern                  Marvel

top table» A table with all the trimmings? Of 
course! It’s easy with our beautiful gemstone sprays. 
Just adhere to the front of the tablecloth using velcro® 

or hot glue.

Black and white 
and…beautiful! 
This modern 
scene is all about 
contemporary color 
and unexpected 
use. Our striking 
beaded garlands 
and our sparkling 
gemstone sprays 
keep designing 
fresh and fun.

The look goes 
contempo-chic for 
this striking guest 
book table. We mixed 
cool silver with crisp 
white and a whirl of 
unexpected aqua-blue. 
And to finish? Drapes, 
swags and dangles of 
gorgeous gemstones 
and crystals...true blue 
with a twist!

Bluee                View

saving vase «  
This silver-leafed vase was 
simply stunning with a  
long-stemmed lily bouquet. 
But how did we take it 
over the top? Cascades of 
gemstone garlands and 
drops, of course! 

in the detail » Whether draped 
across the table, dangled from the guest book 
or clipped to set off a stately white pen…these 
pretty aqua-tone gems prove that the elegance 
is in the details.

»hanging on
Draped liberally  
from a collection of  
cream-painted 
branches, black 
beaded garland is  
a striking focal  
point for this  
contemporary  
favor table.



              Serene Sophistication
Going green is an elegant affair with our  
breathtaking gemstone and crystal embellishments. 
As part of the sophisticated color palette shown 
here, they add easy elegance to fresh and simple 
wedding décor.

take the cake« Coordinate your cake 
stand with your wedding décor with a simple 
crystal trim. Hot glue gem drops into place and 
cover your work with matching ribbon.

       Dreamy 
    Drama
If purple is you passion, make it a 
prominent part of your dramatic 
wedding décor. This alluring 
center aisle pairs bold splashes of 
that romantically royal hue with 
the shimmer of our coordinating 
crystals and gems. 

chair flair » Lilies, lavender and 
layers of tulle were pretty on this dramatic  
chair cover. But gorgeous dangling gemstone 
drops were the perfect finishing touch.

behind the curtain    Mixed with 
silk lilies, gemstone garlands give subtle shine 
to a cascading floral curtain. The flowers were 
strung using an embroidery needle and invisible 
thread. Each blossom was spaced with a clear 
bead before both floral strands and gemstone 
garlands were tied to a sturdy dowel rod. What a 
beautiful backdrop for the bride and groom!

under glass    Add imaginative sparkle 
to topiary-style floral arrangements. Using floral 
pins, these gem drops are suspended from the 
bottom of a floral-embellished foam sphere.

»

For the bride who wants a 
party fit for a princess…
pair luxurious crystals with 
pinks, greens and creamy, 
dreamy whites. From the 
chairs, to the centerpiece, to 
the breathtaking chandelier, 
this blooming reception table 
brings sparkling fairytale 
style to the forefront.

        Fairytale  
                  Finesse»

chandelicious «  Elegant 
drama is on display with a stunning crystal 

chandelier. Simply stack a pair of floral foam 
wreaths, securing them together with hot glue and 

floral pins. Then use more floral pins to secure strands of 
crystal garland to the wreaths. To finish, add lush blossoms all around 
wreaths to hide your work.

bow bright « Lilies, hydrangea blossoms and lux 
satin were pretty on this dramatic chair cover. But gorgeous 
gemstone drops were the perfect finishing touch.

the perfect 
setting « This design 
features a lightweight foam 
board base and a bevy of 
crystal garlands. We measured 
the foam board to fit the table 
and carefully cut it to size. Then 
we arranged the garlands into 
circular rows, securing them 
with hot glue as we worked.


